FACILITIES OPERATIONS UPDATE
(August 6th, 2015)

(Important WUSM coordinative communication. Please share by email.)

To: Key Stakeholders
CC: Facilities Management

This day’s topic includes:

- Newstead Entrance to SLCH Staff Garage Open
- Lift in front of IWJ for Window Repair

---

Newstead Entrance to SLCH Staff Garage Opens

From: BJH

The entrance to the SLCH staff garage from Newstead opened on Monday, August 3rd.

Shuttles will not yet go into the garage and will remain stopping at 4444 until all the work in the area is completed, which should be the end of the month. Duncan and Newstead will both be repaved this month (at night).

Thank you for your continued patience during this time.

---

Lift in Front of IWJ for Window Repair

From: Nick Dochwat, Senior Engineering Project Manager

Starting Monday, August 10th, we will be making repairs to the front windows of the Irene Walter Johnson (IWJ) Building. A lift will be used and a short section of sidewalk will be closed down while performing the work. Both the IWJ and the McMillan entrances will remain open during this time. The work is expected to take 2 days, weather permitting.

---
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